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The nation Is abuzz with proposed remedies for curbing crime.

·.~ ,But criminal law professor-author Gerald Reamey doubts their
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.:"' :~ , success without radical changes In American values.
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nme m our country 1s
so pervasive and so
seemingly unalterable
that our youngest generation
may literally be unable to
rem@mber a time when violent
crime was not a characteristic
of American life.
In an effort to regain control
of our city streets , schools and
neighborhoods , the public and
ttf6~e in · positions of political
p wer-ynderstandably demand
to know why our criminal
ju~tice system is unable to
<mrb the rising crime rate.
Reasons advanced include
inadequate police resources ,
.. tdo few prisons, insufficiently
·h'arsh punishments and tricky
l~wyers subvertiri.g the system
to benefit their 11nworthy
clients.
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Yet we a:tter pending more
money on er.tforcement and
correctioRs; laws are being
reconsidered and updated ;
police are better trained. But
stilL. cri.Ine persists unabated .
Ale' we moving in the right
di.recti8I}• by. increasing our
eipect&ti~ns and resources
alloH~d to criminal justice? Or
are we,ri:nstead diverting
• attention from more productive
. measures and more ·
fundamental issues?

No one who practices,
teaches , or studies criminal
law and procedure seriously
contends that law as it exists is
as effective as it should be. On
the other hand, the system is
probably much better than the
casual observer appreciates .
True , injustices occur, but
thousands of cases do reach
approximately the right result
for every case that is clearly
wrong. We can do better, but
there is not much evidence to
support that tinkering with the
laws or changing the processes
will dramatically improve the
effectiveness of the legal
system in deterring crime.

More Government Control?
At least two very important
limitations prevent our justice
system from doing much
better. First, we Americans
have a very low tolerance for
governmental interference.
Secondly , behavior
modification is much more
difficult than is usually
believed.
Regarding what we will
tolerate, consider some simple
examples. Suppose we could
effectively wage a ' 'war'' on
drugs by permitting police to
enter private homes at will to
search for contraband. Would
this aid law enforcement? Most
assuredly. Then why does our·
Constitution require probable
cause and warrants? The
answer: Because we will not
accept police forcing their way
into our homes without good
reason, even if it improves the
detection of crime .

Should we require all citizens
to carry official identification
cards to be shown on demand
as some countries do? In a
country in which seat-belt and
motorcycle-helmet laws are
viewed by many as oppressive
governmental interference , I
doubt that such restrictions
would survive (or be observed
if passed).

Mon Pollee?
If we fear loosening controls
on the police, could we not do
better by at least increasing
their number? More crime
would surely be detected and
deterred by increased
surveillance and patrol, but at
what cost? After all, there
seems to be plenty of police
officers around when we run a
stop sign or drive too fast. We
believe there are just too few
when we want someone else
questioned, investigated or
arrested.
Assuming we are willing to
pay for increased policing,
America would be a much less
enjoyable place to live if we
could not walk around the
neighborhood without being
under the watchful eye of an
armed officer on every street
corner. Remember that fascist
Mussolini made Italian trains
run on time , but
simultaneously demonstrated
to the world that society is
sometimes better off with
unreliable trains.
(Continued)
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Probab ly the most persistent
source of fru stration about
c rim e is the assumption that
people can be made to quit
doing bad things by
punishment or threatened
punishme nt. This notion works
so e rratically in practice that it
inev itabl y leads to
disappointment.

Tum Up the Voltage?
The criminal justice system
is often naively believed to
wo rk like shock aversion
therapy. That is, if one
receives a nasty punishment
for every anti -social act, one
w ill quit s uch acts. Many carry
the analogy further by
assuming that lac k of success
in this technique can be
remedied by ' 'turning up the
voltage ." These critics (many
of whom seem to be
legislators) , believe stiffe r fines
and prison sentences will
s ucceed where lesser
punishments fail. Th e analogy
is simply wrong. o criminal
justice system that our
citizenry would tolerate co uld
apply ave rsion therapy on a
la rge scale. To do so, and
co nseque ntly im prove the
deterrent effect of criminal
laws , would req uire that
prohibitions be unive rsally
known a nd punis hm ent be
both sw ift and sure. Those
who incorrectly believe that
dete rre nce invariably follow s
this theoretical, super-efficient
system, s hould cons ider the
behavior of a typical child .
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Does Punishment Deter?
Every parent has said to
little Susie or Johnny, " If you
do that again , I will punish
yo u. '' And Susie knows from
past experience, as well as
from the tone of the
ultimatum , that she will surely
and swiftly be dealt with if she
repeats he r be havior . Is she
deterred? Sometimes, but does
the parent exist who has not
watched in disbelief and
dismay as defiant Susie ,
against all odds and with doom
impending, repeats the
be havior? Though these same
parents themselves

occasionally refuse to respond
to strong compulsion , they
cannot fathom wh y a possible
jail sentence does not
completely deter crime. We
n eed look no further than
death row to understand that
the possibility of even the
ultimate punishment just does
not keep everyone from
committing violent crimes.
It goes without saying that if
Susie and her parents are not
always deterred by swift, sure

"The most persistent source
of frustration about crime
Is lhe assumption that
people can be made to quit
doing bad things bJ
punishment."

punishment, they are even less
likely to be deterred by
relatively uncertain
punishment that may
eventually follow an uncertain
criminal conviction. For some,
this ends the analysis. They
argue that we should speed
things up, do away with
lengthy appeals, cut down on
the possibility of escaping
punishment. These measures
would undoubtedly improve
the deterrent effect of criminal
law , but would also
undoubtedly result in the
conviction and unjust
punishment of more innocent

_people. Our very high
conviction rates nationwide
suggest that we may already
be engaging in an alarming
'' presumption of guilt' ' in
criminal cases.
Of course, Susie will be
.cl.eterred, if at all, only if she
knows the law. I find relatively
few attorneys who are familiar
with the criminal laws of their
state , and I can remember
almost none of my clients who
had much idea of what the law
had to say about their conduct.
Fiddling with punishments or
legal language in a criminal
statute may provide lawmakers
with an interesting hobby, but
such changes are not the
popular reading of persons
engaged in crime, and they
cannot be expected to change
their behavior on the basis of
what they do not know exists.
We are generally aware that
it is against the law to kill or
steal, even if we are not sure
about the possible punishment.
Many are deterred from
committing crimes because of
morality or shared values ,
rather than because of the law .
Obviously some, like Susie,
will not be deterred by law .
Certain crimes , those done in
the heat of passion for
example , are not susceptible to
controls that depend on a
reasoned response. Other
crimes are not deterred simply
because people believe that
they will not be caught.

Taking Risks
It is impossible to judge the
effect of what I call the
"invulnerability factor, " but
in my experience, many crimes
are committed because the risk
of a bad thing happening\

"'

(getting shot, arrested, sent to
jail, etc.) is outweighed by the
hope of an immediate benefit
(obtaining drugs or property,
earning esteem from peers,
etc.). We see such risktaking
every day with people who,
for example, engage in
dangerous jobs, smoke "''•
~
cigarettes or refuse to wear"
seat belts. Intelligent, rationq.l
people, like little Susie, ch ., · se
to ignore the risk of almost#"
unavoidable bad things that ·
will happen to them if they
continue to behave in a certl}in
way.
Despite the human capacity
for doing wrong when it would
be easier and safer to do right,
many countries have crime
rates so much lower than ours
that we are tempted to think
they have found the answers.
Perhaps their systems do work
more -efficiently in some ways, •
but their efficiency might be
completely· incompatible with
our sense of personal and
social freedom. We do well not
·to try to transplant selected
aspects of other systems
without proper consideration of
them in an American context.
Our European neighbors , for
example, have very low
incidences of violent crime. Yet
their laws and procedures are
not so terribly different from
ours. Consider just one
possible explanation for their
success. Many Europeans are
raised in smaller, less diverse
communities that have shared
values. Often they are raised
in the same religious faith and
are less mobile than
Americans. Su~h people 's antisocial conduct results in
punishment worse than any
(Continued on p{ige 9)
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find the patriarchal system of
power and submission as
dehumanizing as do its overt
victims . Just as women can
hold patriarchal views , men
can be feminist.
Why is feminism as a values
transformation important?
Many feminists believe that the
sexual relation between men
and women is the primary
social relation . As such, it
serves as a model for all
relations in economic, social,
political , military and religious
affairs. If inequality dominates
this primal relationship, it will
be normative in all others.
Sexism may be the original
and basic model of human
oppression and violence. Until
sexism is replaced by the
equality of men and women ,
the elimination of such
devastating evils as racism,
classism, ageism, and the
exploitation of nature remains
impossible to achieve .
A patriarchal world view has
brought humanity to the brink
of nuclear annihilation and
degradation of the
environment. The rise of a
feminist consciousness, the
development of feminist
perspective and the utilization
of feminist values in today's
society are the most hopeful
realities of our time . If there is
to be a future for humanity , it
will be feminist. D

Justice
(continued from page 7)
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that the criminal justice system
can mete out. They face
disapproval by peers . Many
Americans do not stay in one
community for long, but people
in other cultures feel they can
suffer no greater harm than
ostracism or loss of face within
their small society. They lack
the freedom that anonymity
brings , while anonymity is
easily achieved in America.
We can and should continue
to fine tune our criminal laws ,
enforcement, prosecution and
procedures. But we must also
resist the temptation to
drastically change any
component of the criminal
justice system because of
frustration with its seeming
inability to curb crime. We
must be realistic about the
prospects of the legal system
~ver providing a cure for
criminal behavior, for that is
only a part of the solution .

The Value of Values
I firmly believe that teaching
values such as respect for
property , autonomy and
security of others can have a
far more significant and lasting
impact on the incidence of
crime . For such an approach to
be effective, it must be taught
to virtually every child across
the nation . I do not think it is
utopian to hope that
Americans, like many of our
world neighbors, can instill
core values in society without
losing the freedom that is the
essence of America. We will
certainly disagree about some
of these values . That is also
part of being American . But I
believe the teaching of values
can greatly advance our ability
to function as a society.
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Disapproval of criminal
conduct must come from all of
us, not just from an institution
we create for the purpose 1of
dispensing it. If we ignore' laws ,.
we do not like, or cheer when
Rambo uses illegal violerce
accomplish what seems to be, a
good result, we cannot expect .,.
our children to comply with,)
the law. We must not be afraid
to publicly reject those anti- .t •
social acts that are clearly1 .l
incompatible with a reasonab'
secure people . But we must -~ · "·
also be careful not to impress'
our own vision of right and
wrong on others, especially
where reasonable minds can
disagree about that vision.
Being bold about our own
values while not invading the
right of others to disagree is
very difficult. It is the burden
of being American .
Nevertheless , if we are to
succeed in controlling crime
without destroying what is
best in America, we ·must have
the maturity and commitment
to reject the lure of the· quick

to
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fix . D
Gerald Reamey has
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